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Evgeny dadonov scouting report

Status:Off season Ht/Wt:5'11, 185 pounds. Purchased:Purchased as a free agent in 2020. Shoots:L We talked about Mike Hoffman and Evgeny Dadonov several times because they both make a lot of sense for the New Jersey Devils. They are unrestricted free agents in a weak class who loses several suitors because of a flat cap. The Devils will have extra money to spend that few teams won't. With the Panthers looking to shed
money, it doesn't look like there's a chance the Panthers will bring either of them back, even if they're both really good. Looking at the extended stats, Dadonov may have been the best player on the ice for any team. He had a ridiculous 62.92% Corsi Per percentage. The only player in this series with the best number was Johnny Boychuk, who played as many as four minutes at 5v5. Dadonov appears to still have five years to
premiere, despite being 31 years old. Hoffman is 30 years old himself and he was positive in CF% in the Islanders series, but he was barely above average. Still, he had another good season in Florida after a tumultuous end to his tenure in Ottawa.Both of those players were going to come close to 30 goals this season, a feat that no Devils player has hit in the past two seasons. The Devils need to add scoring on the wings to help Nico
Hischier and Jack Hughes. These two are definitely players who should be right up their alley if the price is right. (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) The New Jersey Devils can help the Florida Panthers make amends. The Florida Panthers, like the New Jersey Devils, made huge strides last offseason that they hoped would propel them to a playoff spot. It kind of worked out since they were able to make it to the
playoff round of this strange 2019-20 NHL season. It was frustrating overall as they hired head coach Joel Kenneville, signed goalie Sergei Bobrovsky, defenseman Anton Stralman and forwards Brian Boyle, Brett Connolly and Noel Acciary They spent a ton to be contenders, and it didn't work out. That's why they decided to move on from general manager Dave Tallon. With a new boss in town and rumors that they'd like to shed some
salary, the New Jersey Devils could be serving the Panthers. They have some needs that suit the strengths of the other, and the Devils have a ton of cap space to give the Panthers flexibility. The Panthers have very strange contracts on the books. They gave Michael Matheson a very long-term contract, and he was awful in the playoff series against the New York Islanders. Anton Fearman has two more years to play in his late 30s.
Not only is Keith Yandle still in the league, but he's making $6.3 million over the next three seasons on the Panthers' blue line. Despite the large contracts the Panthers have given, they still have more than $20 million in cap space to operate. V.O. Have the Panthers have six forwards signed next season. They have to sign/educate at least seven more, and maybe eight more. Owen Tippett can probably make up the roster, but there
are significant question marks after that. The Devils have plenty of forward prospects who could slip into a lot of line-ups and play in the bottom six minutes. It looks like these two teams might do something, but with so many free agents leaving the Panthers, the Devils should consider them too. There are some players on this roster who could have made the Devils better. Advanced statistics have been used from the great people in
natural stat trick. Next: Two major free agents Mike Hoffman/Evgeny Dadonov We talked about Mike Hoffman and Evgeny Dadonov several times because they both make a lot of sense for the New Jersey Devils. They are unrestricted free agents in a weak class who loses several suitors because of a flat cap. The Devils will have extra money to spend that few teams won't. With the Panthers looking to shed money, it doesn't look
like there's a chance the Panthers will bring either of them back, even if they're both really good. Looking at the extended stats, Dadonov may have been the best player on the ice for any team. He had a ridiculous 62.92% Corsi Per percentage. The only player in this series with the best number was Johnny Boychuk, who played as many as four minutes at 5v5. Dadonov appears to still have five years to premiere, despite being 31
years old. Hoffman is 30 years old himself and he was positive in CF% in the Islanders series, but he was barely above average. Still, he had another good season in Florida after a tumultuous end to his tenure in Ottawa. Both of those players were going to come close to 30 goals this season, a feat that no Devils player has hit in the past two seasons. The Devils need to add scoring on the wings to help Nico Hischier and Jack
Hughes. These two are definitely players who should be right up their alley if the price is right. Anton Stralman #6 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Michael Reaves/Getty Images) Anton Stralman's contract is not great, as he is already 34 years old and makes $5.5 million over the next two seasons. It's a contract the Devils probably don't like, but Stralman is a very interesting piece for the Devils to move forward. No, he doesn't fit the
timeline like other quarterbacks, but adding a legitimate left-handed defenseman to a lineup that badly lacks them can only help. He played more than 70 minutes in the Islanders series at 5v5, showing he is still capable of taking big minutes. He was averaging 21 just minutes per game this regular season and didn't miss a game. Stralman is one thing, and it's extremely reliable. His numbers won't pop out (5 goals and 19 total points),
but the reason we pushed the Devils to sign him last offseason was because he was just doing his job. He's probably just below average this season to what we expected, but it was more than sufficient. Stralman can join the Devils, and their defenders, such as Reilly Walsh, Kevin Bahl and Nikita Okhtyuk, are developing in the AHL. He's the type of veteran who will set players up to succeed for the future. As the Panthers look to opt
out of Stralman's contract, it will cost little to acquire, if anything at all. The Devils may even force the Panthers to eat up some of that contract in the deal. If they take $1 million out of its cap hit, it's much easier to swallow over the next two seasons. Jonathan Huberdot #11 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringhuetta/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Jonathan Huberdó How much money do Florida Panthers owners seek to
salvage this offseason? Would they be willing to trade their top scorer? Jonathan Huberdot has been nothing short of amazing this year, putting up 78 points in 69 games. That's after he hit 92 points last season. It looks like one of the most underrated players in the game after years of waiting to hit his premiership. Huberdot was 3rd overall in the 2011 NHL draft. He was a decent player for the first six years of his career, but never
really a star player. It was someone who did his best to keep the Panthers relevant, but it never seemed like he would become a monster player capable of 100 points. That changed last season and now its floor appears to be the point per game. The question here is the cost. What would it cost for the Devils to get a monster like this in the middle of its premiere? Will they really say so simple picks and prospects, even if the Devils
have given them some of the best (not enough 7OA to choose)? Huberdeau makes $5.9 million over the next three seasons. It's a bargain, but if the Panthers really want to drop the salary cap, it could be a deal they want to turn into assets. Alexander Barkov is not going anywhere, and he has a similar contract, which is one of the best in the business. So it makes a lot more sense they would even think about trading Huberdeau. It
seems like it may become too expensive for the Devils, but it's definitely worth asking. Eric Howla #56 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Eric Haula Eric Haula is an intriguing forward who goes free agency. Does it solve many of the devils' problems? Honestly not, but he has a lot of value on some of the game's most important roles. He was traded to the Panthers in a deal that sent
Vincent Trocheck to the Carolina Hurricanes, a deal that didn't make sense at the time and even less now. These are the types of deals that sent Dave Holland to the unemployment line. Haula was one of the players who made the biggest gains when he was accepted by the Vegas Golden Knights in the expansion draft. He scored 55 points that first year after he was a 25-30 points player with the Minnesota Wild. He never hit those
numbers again, facing injury season two before trading it on the Hurricanes for prospect and 5-round pick. Next: Five players to consider with Toronto Maple Leafs Haula returned to his mediocre scoring from the hoe before he was drafted to the Panthers. He spent some more time on THE AND and he just never got going. Is it possible that he needs a team to be patient with him to impress with his potential? Haula isn't going to
command a very big deal in free agency this season, but he can secure the value of the team's bottom six. He's still only 28 years old, so there's reason to think he can still play well.&page 2Anton Stralman #6 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Michael Revesh/Getty Images)Anton Stralman's contract isn't great since he's 34 years old and he's making $5.5 million over the next two seasons. It's a contract the Devils probably don't like,
but Stralman is a very interesting piece for the Devils to move forward. No, he doesn't fit the timeline like other quarterbacks, but adding a legitimate left-handed defenseman to a lineup that badly lacks them can only help. He played more than 70 minutes in the Islanders series at 5v5, showing he is still capable of taking big minutes. He was averaging 21 just minutes per game this regular season and didn't miss a game. Stralman is
one thing, and it's extremely reliable. His numbers won't pop out (5 goals and 19 total points), but the reason we pushed the Devils to sign him last offseason was because he was just doing his job. He's probably a little below average this season compared to what we expected, but he was more than sufficient. Stralman can join the Devils, and their defenders, such as Reilly Walsh, Kevin Bahl and Nikita Okhtyuk, are developing in the
AHL. He's the type of veteran who will set players up to succeed for the future. As the Panthers look to opt out of Stralman's contract, it will cost little to acquire, if anything at all. The Devils may even force the Panthers to eat up some of that contract in the deal. If they take $1 million out of its cap hit, it's much easier to swallow over the next two seasons. (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) The New Jersey Devils
can help the Florida Panthers make amends. The Florida Panthers, like the New Jersey Devils, made huge strides last offseason that they hoped would propel them to a playoff spot. It kind of worked out since they were able to make it to the playoff round of this strange 2019-20 NHL season. It was frustrating overall as they hired head coach Joel Kenneville, signed goalie Sergei Bobrovsky, defenseman Anton Stralman and forwards
Brian Boyle, Brett Connolly and Noel Acciary They spent a ton to be contenders, and it didn't work out. That's why they decided to move on from general manager Dave Tallon. With a new boss in town and rumors that they'd like to shed some salary, the New Jersey Devils could be serving the Panthers. They have some who match the strengths of the other, and the Devils have a ton of cap space to give the Panthers flexibility. V.O.
V.O. there are very strange contracts for books. They gave Michael Matheson a very long-term contract, and he was awful in the playoff series against the New York Islanders. Anton Fearman has two more years to play in his late 30s. Not only is Keith Yandle still in the league, but he's making $6.3 million over the next three seasons on the Panthers' blue line. Despite the large contracts the Panthers have given, they still have more
than $20 million in cap space to operate. The problem is the Panthers have six forwards signed next season. They have to sign/educate at least seven more, and maybe eight more. Owen Tippett can probably make up the roster, but there are significant question marks after that. The Devils have plenty of forward prospects who could slip into a lot of line-ups and play in the bottom six minutes. It looks like these two teams might do
something, but with so many free agents leaving the Panthers, the Devils should consider them too. There are some players on this roster who could have made the Devils better. Advanced statistics have been used from the great people in natural stat trick. Next: Two major free agents Mike Hoffman/Evgeny Dadonov We talked about Mike Hoffman and Evgeny Dadonov several times because they both make a lot of sense for the
New Jersey Devils. They are unrestricted free agents in a weak class who loses several suitors because of a flat cap. The Devils will have extra money to spend that few teams won't. With the Panthers looking to shed money, it doesn't look like there's a chance the Panthers will bring either of them back, even if they're both really good. Looking at the extended stats, Dadonov may have been the best player on the ice for any team. He
had a ridiculous 62.92% Corsi Per percentage. The only player in this series with the best number was Johnny Boychuk, who played as many as four minutes at 5v5. Dadonov appears to still have five years to premiere, despite being 31 years old. Hoffman is 30 years old himself and he was positive in CF% in the Islanders series, but he was barely above average. Still, he had another good season in Florida after a tumultuous end to
his tenure in Ottawa. Both of those players were going to come close to 30 goals this season, a feat that no Devils player has hit in the past two seasons. The Devils need to add scoring on the wings to help Nico Hischier and Jack Hughes. These two are definitely players who should be right up their alley if the price is right. Anton Stralman #6 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Michael Reaves/Getty Images) Anton Stralman's contract
is not great, as he is already 34 years old and makes $5.5 million over the next two seasons. It's a contract the Devils probably don't like, but Stralman is a very interesting piece for the Devils to move forward. No, he doesn't fit the timeline like other defenders, but adding a legitimate left-handed defenseman to a lineup that is disastrous they can only help. He played more than 70 minutes in the Islanders series at 5v5, showing he is
still capable of taking big minutes. He was averaging 21 just minutes per game this regular season and didn't miss a game. Stralman is one thing, and it's extremely reliable. His numbers won't pop out (5 goals and 19 total points), but the reason we pushed the Devils to sign him last offseason was because he was just doing his job. He's probably a little below average this season compared to what we expected, but he was more than
sufficient. Stralman can join the Devils, and their defenders, such as Reilly Walsh, Kevin Bahl and Nikita Okhtyuk, are developing in the AHL. He's the type of veteran who will set players up to succeed for the future. As the Panthers look to opt out of Stralman's contract, it will cost little to acquire, if anything at all. The Devils may even force the Panthers to eat up some of that contract in the deal. If they take $1 million out of its cap hit,
it's much easier to swallow over the next two seasons. Jonathan Huberdot #11 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringhuetta/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Jonathan Huberdó How much money do Florida Panthers owners seek to salvage this offseason? Would they be willing to trade their top scorer? Jonathan Huberdot has been nothing short of amazing this year, putting up 78 points in 69 games. That's after he hit 92 points
last season. It looks like one of the most underrated players in the game after years of waiting to hit his premiership. Huberdot was 3rd overall in the 2011 NHL draft. He was a decent player for the first six years of his career, but never really a star player. It was someone who did his best to keep the Panthers relevant, but it never seemed like he would become a monster player capable of 100 points. That changed last season and
now its floor appears to be the point per game. The question here is the cost. What would it cost for the Devils to get a monster like this in the middle of its premiere? Will they really say so simple picks and prospects, even if the Devils have given them some of the best (not enough 7OA to choose)? Huberdeau makes $5.9 million over the next three seasons. It's a bargain, but if the Panthers really want to drop the salary cap, it could
be a deal they want to turn into assets. Alexander Barkov is not going anywhere, and he has a similar contract, which is one of the best in the business. So it makes a lot more sense they would even think about trading Huberdeau. It seems like it may become too expensive for the Devils, but it's definitely worth asking. Eric Howla #56 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Eric Haula Eric Haula
is an intriguing forward who goes free agency. Does it solve many of the devils' problems? Honestly, no, but he has a great on some of the most important roles of the game. He was traded to the Panthers in a deal that sent Vincent Trocheck trocheck Carolina Hurricanes, a deal that doesn't make sense at the time and even less now. These are the types of deals that sent Dave Holland to the unemployment line. Haula was one of the
players who made the biggest gains when he was accepted by the Vegas Golden Knights in the expansion draft. He scored 55 points that first year after he was a 25-30 points player with the Minnesota Wild. He never got into those numbers again, facing an injury-ridden second season before trading him to the Carolina Hurricanes for a prospect and a 5-round pick. Next: Five players to consider with Toronto Maple Leafs Haula
returned to his mediocre scoring from the hoe before he was drafted to the Panthers. He spent some more time on THE AND and he just never got going. Is it possible that he needs a team to be patient with him to impress with his potential? Haula isn't going to command a very big deal in free agency this season, but he can secure the value of the team's bottom six. He's still only 28 years old, so there's a reason to think he can still
play well.&gt;One-and-a-half 3Jonatan Huberdo #11 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringhuetta /Freestyle Photo/Getty Images)How much money do Florida Panthers owners seek to salvage this offseason? Would they be willing to trade their top scorer? Jonathan Huberdot has been nothing short of amazing this year, putting up 78 points in 69 games. That's after he hit 92 points last season. It looks like one of the most
underrated players in the game after years of waiting to hit his premiership. Huberdot was 3rd overall in the 2011 NHL draft. He was a decent player for the first six years of his career, but never really a star player. It was someone who did his best to keep the Panthers relevant, but it never seemed like he would become a monster player capable of 100 points. That changed last season and now its floor appears to be the point per
game. The question here is the cost. What would it cost for the Devils to get a monster like this in the middle of its premiere? Will they really say so simple picks and prospects, even if the Devils have given them some of the best (not enough 7OA to choose)? Huberdeau makes $5.9 million over the next three seasons. It's a bargain, but if the Panthers really want to drop the salary cap, it could be a deal they want to turn into assets.
Alexander Barkov is not going anywhere, and he has a similar contract, which is one of the best in the business. So it makes a lot more sense they would even think about trading Huberdeau. It seems like it may become too expensive for the Devils, but it's definitely worth asking. (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) The New Jersey Devils can help the Florida Panthers make amends. The Florida Panthers, like the
New Jersey Devils, made huge strides last offseason that they hoped would propel them to a playoff spot. It's kind of worked since they were able to make it to the playoffs this strange 2019-20 NHL season. It was Overall, since they hired head coach Joel Kenneville, they signed goalie Sergei Bobrovsky, defenseman Anton Stralman and forwards Brian Boyle, Brett Connolly and Noel Acciary They spent a ton to be contenders, and it
didn't work out. That's why they decided to move on from general manager Dave Tallon. With a new boss in town and rumors that they'd like to shed some salary, the New Jersey Devils could be serving the Panthers. They have some needs that suit the strengths of the other, and the Devils have a ton of cap space to give the Panthers flexibility. The Panthers have very strange contracts on the books. They gave Michael Matheson a
very long-term contract, and he was awful in the playoff series against the New York Islanders. Anton Fearman has two more years to play in his late 30s. Not only is Keith Yandle still in the league, but he's making $6.3 million over the next three seasons on the Panthers' blue line. Despite the large contracts the Panthers have given, they still have more than $20 million in cap space to operate. The problem is the Panthers have six
forwards signed next season. They have to sign/educate at least seven more, and maybe eight more. Owen Tippett can probably make up the roster, but there are significant question marks after that. The Devils have plenty of forward prospects who could slip into a lot of line-ups and play in the bottom six minutes. It looks like these two teams might do something, but with so many free agents leaving the Panthers, the Devils should
consider them too. There are some players on this roster who could have made the Devils better. Advanced statistics have been used from the great people in natural stat trick. Next: Two major free agents Mike Hoffman/Evgeny Dadonov We talked about Mike Hoffman and Evgeny Dadonov several times because they both make a lot of sense for the New Jersey Devils. They are unrestricted free agents in a weak class who loses
several suitors because of a flat cap. The Devils will have extra money to spend that few teams won't. With the Panthers looking to shed money, it doesn't look like there's a chance the Panthers will bring either of them back, even if they're both really good. Looking at the extended stats, Dadonov may have been the best player on the ice for any team. He had a ridiculous 62.92% Corsi Per percentage. The only player in this series
with the best number was Johnny Boychuk, who played as many as four minutes at 5v5. Dadonov appears to still have five years to premiere, despite being 31 years old. Hoffman is 30 years old himself and he was positive in CF% in the Islanders series, but he was barely above average. Still, he had another good season in Florida after a tumultuous end to his tenure in Ottawa. Both of those players were going to come close to 30
goals this season, a feat that no Devils player has hit in the past two seasons. The Devils must add scoring on the wings to help Nico Hischier and These two are definitely players who should be right up their alley if the price is right. Anton Stralman #6 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Michael Reaves/Getty Images) Anton Stralman's contract is not great, as he is already 34 years old and makes $5.5 million over the next two seasons.
It's a contract the Devils probably don't like, but Stralman is a very interesting piece for the Devils to move forward. No, he doesn't fit the timeline like other quarterbacks, but adding a legitimate left-handed defenseman to a lineup that badly lacks them can only help. He played more than 70 minutes in the Islanders series at 5v5, showing he is still capable of taking big minutes. He was averaging 21 just minutes per game this regular
season and didn't miss a game. Stralman is one thing, and it's extremely reliable. His numbers won't pop out (5 goals and 19 total points), but the reason we pushed the Devils to sign him last offseason was because he was just doing his job. He's probably a little below average this season compared to what we expected, but he was more than sufficient. Stralman can join the Devils, and their defenders, such as Reilly Walsh, Kevin
Bahl and Nikita Okhtyuk, are developing in the AHL. He's the type of veteran who will set players up to succeed for the future. As the Panthers look to opt out of Stralman's contract, it will cost little to acquire, if anything at all. The Devils may even force the Panthers to eat up some of that contract in the deal. If they take $1 million out of its cap hit, it's much easier to swallow over the next two seasons. Jonathan Huberdot #11 of the
Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringhuetta/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Jonathan Huberdó How much money do Florida Panthers owners seek to salvage this offseason? Would they be willing to trade their top scorer? Jonathan Huberdot has been nothing short of amazing this year, putting up 78 points in 69 games. That's after he hit 92 points last season. It looks like one of the most underrated players in the game after years of
waiting to hit his premiership. Huberdot was 3rd overall in the 2011 NHL draft. He was a decent player for the first six years of his career, but never really a star player. It was someone who did his best to keep the Panthers relevant, but it never seemed like he would become a monster player capable of 100 points. That changed last season and now its floor appears to be the point per game. The question here is the cost. What would
it cost for the Devils to get a monster like this in the middle of its premiere? Will they really say so simple picks and prospects, even if the Devils have given them some of the best (not enough 7OA to choose)? Huberdeau makes $5.9 million over the next three seasons. It's a bargain, but if the Panthers really want to drop the salary cap, it could be a deal they want to turn into Alexander Barkov is not going anywhere, and he has a
similar contract, which best in business. So it makes a lot more sense they would even think about trading Huberdeau. It seems like it may become too expensive for the Devils, but it's definitely worth asking. Eric Howla #56 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Eric Haula Eric Haula is an intriguing forward who goes free agency. Does it solve many of the devils' problems? Honestly not, but
he has a lot of value on some of the game's most important roles. He was traded to the Panthers in a deal that sent Vincent Trocheck to the Carolina Hurricanes, a deal that didn't make sense at the time and even less now. These are the types of deals that sent Dave Holland to the unemployment line. Haula was one of the players who made the biggest gains when he was accepted by the Vegas Golden Knights in the expansion
draft. He scored 55 points that first year after he was a 25-30 points player with the Minnesota Wild. He never got into those numbers again, facing an injury-ridden second season before trading him to the Carolina Hurricanes for a prospect and a 5-round pick. Next: Five players to consider with Toronto Maple Leafs Haula returned to his mediocre scoring from the hoe before he was drafted to the Panthers. He spent some more time
on THE AND and he just never got going. Is it possible that he needs a team to be patient with him to impress with his potential? Haula isn't going to command a very big deal in free agency this season, but he can secure the value of the team's bottom six. He's still only 28 years old, so there's a reason to think he can still play well.&page 4Erik Haula #56 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty
Images)Eric Haula is an intriguing forward going into free agency. Does it solve many of the devils' problems? Honestly not, but he has a lot of value on some of the game's most important roles. He was traded to the Panthers in a deal that sent Vincent Trocheck to the Carolina Hurricanes, a deal that didn't make sense at the time and even less now. These are the types of deals that sent Dave Holland to the unemployment line. Haula
was one of the players who made the biggest gains when he was accepted by the Vegas Golden Knights in the expansion draft. He scored 55 points that first year after he was a 25-30 points player with the Minnesota Wild. He never got into those numbers again, facing an injury-ridden second season before trading him to the Carolina Hurricanes for a prospect and a 5-round pick. Next: Five players to consider with Toronto Maple
Leafs Haula returned to his mediocre scoring from the hoe before he was drafted to the Panthers. He spent some more time on THE AND and he just never got going. Is it possible that he needs a team to be patient with him to impress with his potential? Haula isn't going to command a very big deal in free agency this season, but he can secure the value of the team's bottom six. He is still only 28 years old, so there are grounds he can
still play well. (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) The New Jersey Devils can help the Florida Panthers make amends. The Florida Panthers, like the New Jersey Devils, made huge strides last offseason that they hoped would propel them to a playoff spot. It kind of worked out since they were able to make it to the playoff round of this strange 2019-20 NHL season. It was frustrating overall as they hired head
coach Joel Kenneville, signed goalie Sergei Bobrovsky, defenseman Anton Stralman and forwards Brian Boyle, Brett Connolly and Noel Acciary They spent a ton to be contenders, and it didn't work out. That's why they decided to move on from general manager Dave Tallon. With a new boss in town and rumors that they'd like to shed some salary, the New Jersey Devils could be serving the Panthers. They have some needs that suit
the strengths of the other, and the Devils have a ton of cap space to give the Panthers flexibility. The Panthers have very strange contracts on the books. They gave Michael Matheson a very long-term contract, and he was awful in the playoff series against the New York Islanders. Anton Fearman has two more years to play in his late 30s. Not only is Keith Yandle still in the league, but he's making $6.3 million over the next three
seasons on the Panthers' blue line. Despite the large contracts the Panthers have given, they still have more than $20 million in cap space to operate. The problem is the Panthers have six forwards signed next season. They have to sign/educate at least seven more, and maybe eight more. Owen Tippett can probably make up the roster, but there are significant question marks after that. The Devils have plenty of forward prospects
who could slip into a lot of line-ups and play in the bottom six minutes. It looks like these two teams might do something, but with so many free agents leaving the Panthers, the Devils should consider them too. There are some players on this roster who could have made the Devils better. Advanced statistics have been used from the great people in natural stat trick. Next: Two major free agents Mike Hoffman/Evgeny Dadonov We
talked about Mike Hoffman and Evgeny Dadonov several times because they both make a lot of sense for the New Jersey Devils. They are unrestricted free agents in a weak class who loses several suitors because of a flat cap. The Devils will have extra money to spend that few teams won't. With the Panthers looking to shed money, it doesn't look like there's a chance the Panthers will bring either of them back, even if they're both
really good. Looking at the extended stats, Dadonov may have been the best player on the ice for any team. He had a ridiculous 62.92% Corsi Per percentage. The only player in this series with the best number was Johnny Boychuk, who played as many as four minutes at 5v5. Dadonov appears to still have five years to premiere, despite being 31 years old. himself is 30 years old and he was positive in CF% in the Islanders series,
but he was barely above average. Still, he had another good season in Florida after a tumultuous end to his tenure in Ottawa. Both of those players were going to come close to 30 goals this season, a feat that no Devils player has hit in the past two seasons. The Devils need to add scoring on the wings to help Nico Hischier and Jack Hughes. These two are definitely players who should be right up their alley if the price is right. Anton
Stralman #6 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Michael Reaves/Getty Images) Anton Stralman's contract is not great, as he is already 34 years old and makes $5.5 million over the next two seasons. It's a contract the Devils probably don't like, but Stralman is a very interesting piece for the Devils to move forward. No, he doesn't fit the timeline like other quarterbacks, but adding a legitimate left-handed defenseman to a lineup that badly
lacks them can only help. He played more than 70 minutes in the Islanders series at 5v5, showing he is still capable of taking big minutes. He was averaging 21 just minutes per game this regular season and didn't miss a game. Stralman is one thing, and it's extremely reliable. His numbers won't pop out (5 goals and 19 total points), but the reason we pushed the Devils to sign him last offseason was because he was just doing his job.
He's probably a little below average this season compared to what we expected, but he was more than sufficient. Stralman can join the Devils, and their defenders, such as Reilly Walsh, Kevin Bahl and Nikita Okhtyuk, are developing in the AHL. He's the type of veteran who will set players up to succeed for the future. As the Panthers look to opt out of Stralman's contract, it will cost little to acquire, if anything at all. The Devils may
even force the Panthers to eat up some of that contract in the deal. If they take $1 million out of its cap hit, it's much easier to swallow over the next two seasons. Jonathan Huberdot #11 of the Florida Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringhuetta/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Jonathan Huberdó How much money do Florida Panthers owners seek to salvage this offseason? Would they be willing to trade their top scorer? Jonathan Huberdot
has been nothing short of amazing this year, putting up 78 points in 69 games. That's after he hit 92 points last season. It looks like one of the most underrated players in the game after years of waiting to hit his premiership. Huberdot was 3rd overall in the 2011 NHL draft. He was a decent player for the first six years of his career, but never really a star player. It was someone who did his best to keep the Panthers relevant, but it
never seemed like he would become a monster player capable of 100 points. That changed last season and now its floor as point per game. The question here is the cost. What would it cost for the Devils to get a monster like this in its premiere? Will they really say so simple picks and prospects, even if the Devils have given them some of the best (not enough 7OA to choose)? Huberdeau makes $5.9 million over the next three
seasons. It's a bargain, but if the Panthers really want to drop the salary cap, it could be a deal they want to turn into assets. Alexander Barkov is not going anywhere, and he has a similar contract, which is one of the best in the business. So it makes a lot more sense they would even think about trading Huberdeau. It seems like it may become too expensive for the Devils, but it's definitely worth asking. Eric Howla #56 of the Florida
Panthers (Photo by Andre Ringuett/Freestyle Photo/Getty Images) Eric Haula Eric Haula is an intriguing forward who goes free agency. Does it solve many of the devils' problems? Honestly not, but he has a lot of value on some of the game's most important roles. He was traded to the Panthers in a deal that sent Vincent Trocheck to the Carolina Hurricanes, a deal that didn't make sense at the time and even less now. These are the
types of deals that sent Dave Holland to the unemployment line. Haula was one of the players who made the biggest gains when he was accepted by the Vegas Golden Knights in the expansion draft. He scored 55 points that first year after he was a 25-30 points player with the Minnesota Wild. He never got into those numbers again, facing an injury-ridden second season before trading him to the Carolina Hurricanes for a prospect
and a 5-round pick. Next: Five players to consider with Toronto Maple Leafs Haula returned to his mediocre scoring from the hoe before he was drafted to the Panthers. He spent some more time on THE AND and he just never got going. Is it possible that he needs a team to be patient with him to impress with his potential? Haula isn't going to command a very big deal in free agency this season, but he can secure the value of the
team's bottom six. He's still only 28 years old, so there's a reason to think he can still play well.&page 5Marco Rossi (Photo by Chris Tanue/Getty Images) It's been a tough week for the New Jersey Devils and they're not even playing hockey right now. First, the choice we all expected would be about a tenth overall, moved to the back half of the NHL's 1st draft due to the Arizona Coyots defeating the Nashville Predators. Then, worst of
all, our biggest rivals the New York Rangers won the NHL Lottery draft.Alexis Lafreñe is a great player and will be out for a long time. If we don't hit two of our three elections, it will keep us in the basement for a while with how strong the metropolitan divide is. With all this it said, the best choices are most likely to be Lafreniere, Tim Stutzle, Quinton Byfield, and Jamie Driesdale. With those players at the table who might be available for
the New Jersey Devils? Marco RossiOone an underrated player for the Devils? Something that can be a problem, but a transfer to a guy with this kind of production and The 120-point season with Ottawa's 67-under-6 OCHL is massive, especially in a shortened season. To put it all into perspective as well as our (well many of our) favorite current Devils players Nico Hischier has put up 86 points in his draft year and played another
game. While production doesn't always translate to the NHL, it would be real silly to let it go just based on height. He has the potential to be a star, and if not at least a good winger in the top neck for a decade (and he'll be moving to winger over centre). His edge-work is phenomenal, and his ability to slide away from players on boards and maintain the puck will really turn on his eyes. Getting that space and moving the puck while
maintaining position is huge in today's NHL as it doesn't get knocked over next week by a big hit. Rossi could go anywhere from third to ninth. Hopefully the Devils won't let him pass if he's on the board. More from Project SHL can be harder nut to crack. Playing against men at this age is difficult and rarely seen, but winger Alexander Holtz has put up good numbers for his age. In the world juniors, Holtz has been dominating a grid of 5
points in 7 games and indeed applying pressure to players his age is good to see for sure. More goals scored than playmaker, Holtz might be the perfect fit for the Devils. With Jack Hughes and Nico Hischier down the middle over the next ten years and both of them passing more first-team players, a bonafide striker will be needed sooner and later. If one can build chemistry long term they could make the line feared across the league.
Preparing the best player is always the best strategy available, but with all the equal things, Holtz fills the huge need to be a scorer on the right wing. After Kyle Palmeri, there's not much depth on the right side of the ice or for those with above average shots across the team. Filling this hole will be required, especially if our GM Tom Fitzgerald trades it next year. Lucas RaymondO further a Swedish player and another winger, Lucas
Raymond is a completely different player. At first glance, it has slightly worse numbers in shshk and on World Juniors, but it's a case of numbers that don't tell the whole story. Watching him return to scrutiny and pursued opposing players while in the right position, the timing of his sacking checks and good stick positioning reminds me a lot of former captain Zac Peris. It has an engine that doesn't stop in any zone and that's something
you can't install in a lot of players. While all players, especially high-enders, have a high level of competition, its always seems to take this extra step. Not getting much time to play in the men's league can hurt his draft stock, but it looks like most scouts have noticed it. On top of his two-hit game and solid play, he has a deceptive shot. The one I believe will turn it into a 20-goaler easy, and I, for one, would be happy to see it in devils
red. Want your voice to be heard? Join the washers and and Team! Write for us! Jake Sanderson Sanderson was all on the draft layout, and he picked up a ton at the end of the year. The little things he does are really impressive and have good vision and a hockey IQ with the ability to move huge now. Next: Pucks and Pitchforks First-round playoff picks There's even a chance it could go into the top five with all the hype, but that would
be coverage. I would have loved it as an option with a second-round pick, but the odds are that almost non-existent now that Arizona has moved to the playoffs and our pick has fallen. It's a solid choice to get an almost certain thing in a top-four quarterback who can munch minutes and move the puck without being a liability, but we could pass on some real solid talent. Taking him in seven seems too early with offensive talent on the
board. The Devils' defense is bad, but the team needs to develop the best player available not for the positional need of this high in the draft. After all, go with any of the three forwards if left for us and be very happy no matter what it is. Is.
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